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Overview of the NEWS viewOverview of the NEWS view

This View allows users to see each tile and all Collaborative ItemsCollaborative Items associated with it. A
Collaborative ItemCollaborative Item is one of the following added to any Chart :

• NoteNote
• CommentComment
• EventEvent
• AlertAlert
• AnnotationAnnotation

From the NewsNews view, you can:

1. Originate a DiscussionDiscussion by adding a new NoteNote
2. CommentComment on another Collaborative Item
3. FollowFollow a Discussion or another User
4. UnfollowUnfollow a Discussion or another UserUser

For more information, see Understanding Following

NOTE: Many of the articles in this Manual, Adding Context to MetricsAdding Context to Metrics, may not have been
changed to conform to new Version 4.0 UI changes - they still work as indicated except that
the CollaborativeCollaborative view has been replaced with the NewsNews view. Thank you for your patience!

1. Select the News view on Homepage1. Select the News view on Homepage

Click the NewsNews icon the far right of TileTile on your Home Page to open this view
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2. Filter your View as required2. Filter your View as required

Note that the element with the most recent Collaborative item displays first; then all itemsitems for
that Element are displayed in Reverse order with the CommentsComments for those items in
Chronological order to facilitate reading.

1. The Left SidebarLeft Sidebar is included and functions the same way that it does when on the Tile
view: i.e.: only KPI Element's are displayed in this example

2. Select a Display period to limit your search to items created or commented on within
a period of 1 to 90 days

3. Click on a specific CollaborativeCollaborative type's tab to restrict the view to only those type of
items; this example includes EverythingEverything

3. A3. Adding Notesdding Notes
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NotesNotes start DiscussionsDiscussions on a TileTile or Chart/ReporChart/Report and are added as follows:

1. The TileTile shown above has an existing NoteNote
2. To add your own NoteNote, click in the text block next to the NoteNote
3. Click Attach a fileAttach a file to add a a document or image to your NoteNote
4. Click ShareClick Share to send a NotificationNotification email to selected recipients
5. Don't forget to click Post notePost note
6. As the author of this NoteNote, you automatically Follow it; you can always click UnfollowUnfollow

this discussionthis discussion

3.1. Comments on a Note3.1. Comments on a Note

Commenting on a NoteNote extends the discussion that began with its entry

After clicking the Add Comment link, the pop-up expands to look similar to a Note'Note's entry with
the same Attach a FileAttach a File and Share OptionsShare Options

1. Enter the text of your CommentComment and, optionally, Attach a fileAttach a file and/or ShareShare with other
users

2. Post commentPost comment

NOTE:NOTE: You are considered to be following any discussion on which you comment
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4. Comment on existing Annotations, Events, and Alerts4. Comment on existing Annotations, Events, and Alerts

A CommentComment added to any of these Collaboration ItemsCollaboration Items work the same as adding a CommentComment to
a Note;Note; start with clicking the Add CommentAdd Comment link

1. Enter the text of your CommentComment and, optionally, Attach a fileAttach a file and/or ShareShare
2. Post commentPost comment

5. Share an Existing Item5. Share an Existing Item
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In this case, we are sharing an existing Annotation,Annotation, but the process is the same when you share
an existing Event, Alert, Note or CommentEvent, Alert, Note or Comment

1. Click ShareShare
2. On the Share Annotation pop-up, enter email address(es) of recipient(s)
3. Optionally, click Share withShare with linklink to find/select UsersUsers from a Pop-up list
4. Enter/Modify the default Personal NotePersonal Note
5. Click ShareShare to send a NotificationNotification email to designated recipients

For more information, see Sharing New and Existing Collaborative Items

6. Identify Insightful items6. Identify Insightful items

1. Click the "lightbulb" icon to identify the Collaborative Item as one that people view as
"insightful"

2. After clicking the icon, a "count" appears showing how many people find this
comment "insightful" and, if you hover, the display identifies those whom find it to be
insightful too.
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Collaborative ItemsCollaborative Items

This article defines Collaborative Items and where / how they are created.

Each of the following is considered as a Collaborative ItemCollaborative Item:

• Comment
• Expert Analysis (considered as a Note)
• Annotation
• Event
• Alert

A Regular or Power User must have explicit PPrivilegesrivileges assigned in the User Editor to:

1. Add an Annotation
2. Add Expert Analysis

Collaborative Items can be deleteddeleted according to the following rules:

• Administrator can delete any Collaborative Items.
• Only the User who authored a Comment or Annotation may delete that item. If the

deleted Note or Annotation has comments associated with it, they are also deleted.
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CommentsComments

CommentsComments can be added to an element right below a Chart Viewer or on the News View of your
Homepage.

To add a comment on a News View:

1. Click the comment text box to expand it and enter your message there
2. Optionally, attach a file
3. Optionally, share your note with specific users by choosing them from the list of

users
4. Click PostPost commentcomment to add it below the corresponding Chart
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AnnotationsAnnotations

Annotations are added to Data Point on a Metric Viewer as follows:

1. Click a Data PointData Point to open its information pop-up
2. Click the AnnotateAnnotate button
3. Alternatively, click Add AnnotationAdd Annotation below the Chart Legend
4. The Add Annotation pop-up opens

For more details on creating Annotations, please refer to: How to add an Annotation
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EventsEvents

Events are added to a Chart Viewer in the similar manner as Annotations.

You can, however, comment on any Event on either the News View or in the Chart Viewer..

For more details on creating Annotations, please refer to: Creating a new Event from the Chart
Viewer
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AlertsAlerts

Alerts that have been generated and to which you have subscribed will be associated with a tile
on your Homepage or displayed on a Viewer below a Chart.

You cannot create an Alert (you can only subscribe to them) but you can comment on any Alert.
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What is Expert Analysis?What is Expert Analysis?

Expert AnalysisExpert Analysis provides the ability to include a permanent note on all types of elements
visible in the viewer and represents an expert summary for the element. It should tell the
user what is happening now and help them understand exactly what they are looking at
and why it is significant.

Security requirements:Security requirements:

• Administrators or knowledgeable Regular or Power Users that have been granted
the Add Expert AnalysisAdd Expert Analysis Privilege, can add this type of note.

• The author of the Expert Analysis may edit or delete it, so can any Administrator.

1. Gr1. Granting 'anting 'AAdd Expert Analysis' Privilege to Regular / Powerdd Expert Analysis' Privilege to Regular / Power
users OR Groupusers OR Group

1. Access the User / Group Editor (at Admin > Users / Groups > find the item in the list >
Info tab)

2. Find the Privileges section and click [+ Privilege to User / Group][+ Privilege to User / Group]
3. In the opened pop-up select either:
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◦ Add Expert AnalysisAdd Expert Analysis to any element:to any element: to give unlimited access to either a
Regular or Power User

◦ Add Expert Analysis to only those elements of which User is the Owner:Add Expert Analysis to only those elements of which User is the Owner: to
limit Users to only those elements of which they are either Business or
Technical Owner

4. Click SaveSave to confirm your intention to assign this User / Group with a new Privilege.

2. [Metric Viewer] A2. [Metric Viewer] Adding Expert Analysis to a Chartdding Expert Analysis to a Chart

In the Metric Viewer:

1. Click the Add Expert AnalysisAdd Expert Analysis button below the Chart (link from this button is only
operable for Administrators, or for Power or Regular Users with the one of the Expertone of the Expert
Analysis PrivilegesAnalysis Privileges noted in Step 1 and possibly limited by the Ownership restrictions)

2. Add your message to the text box
3. Optionally. You can add Attachments to your Expert note. Click Attach filesAttach files and select

the required document, file or report from your local machine.
4. Click Post Expert AnalysisPost Expert Analysis to save your Expert comment below the Chart

NOTE:NOTE: More than one attachment can be added to the Expert Analysis. Make sure you add
them one at a time.

3. Edit, Delete or Review Expert Analysis history3. Edit, Delete or Review Expert Analysis history

NOTENOTE: The author or any Administrator may see and use the links provided below the text to:

• Review historicalhistorical Expert Analysis for this chart (view next step example)
• Add NewNew
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• EditEdit displayed Expert comment / add Attachment to a previously created Expert Analysis
comment

• DeleteDelete the Expert comment

4. View Expert Analysis in the News View4. View Expert Analysis in the News View

Notice that ALL Expert AnalysisExpert Analysis coments are associated with repspective tiles.
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Adding links and formatting to TextAdding links and formatting to Text

MarkdownMarkdown adds formatting and links to your text through a series of simple tags. Tagging
is supported in:

Collaborative ItemsCollaborative Items

• Annotations
• Notes, including expert commentary (analysis)
• Comments

Other text:Other text:

• Sharing emails and notifications
• Alert rules

OnlyOnly the tags detailed below are supported in Metric Insights. Other tags, such as those
found here, are not supported.

1. Common S1. Common Syntaxyntax

The following examples show the most commonly used markdown tags that are supported.

1.1. Basic formatting1.1. Basic formatting

For the following formatting, surround words with:

• Italics:: A single asterisk \* or underscore \_ to *italicize* something.
• Bold:Bold: Double asterisk \** or underscore \__ to **bold** something.
• Bold/Italics:Bold/Italics: Triple asterisk \*** or underscore \___ to ___bold and italicize___ something.

NOTE:NOTE: Be sure to there are no spaces between the symbols and the text they are highlighting
and no carriage returns within the text.

The following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note, produces the formatted text asThe following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note, produces the formatted text as
shown below:shown below:

Use one \* for *italics* and two \** for **bold** and three \*** for ***bold and
italics***
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1.2. Special Char1.2. Special Charactersacters

To include special characters, precede them with a backslash "\". Only the special character
itself, not the backslash, will show in the text. More than one special character may follow a
single backslash.

The following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note, displays special characters asThe following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note, displays special characters as
shown below:shown below:

Example\: & ampersand \# pound sign

1.3. Carriage Return1.3. Carriage Return

You mustmust use twotwo carriage returns to get a single carriage return as illustrated below

This comment has three lines
[blank space]
Line one
[blank space]
Line two
[blank space]
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2. Embedding links with friendly names2. Embedding links with friendly names

Links are made clickable by putting the desired text in brackets [text here] and enclosing the
link in parenthesis (link here)

The following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Comment on an Alert, produces theThe following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Comment on an Alert, produces the
active link as shown below:active link as shown below:

For example, here is a friendly looking link to reach the [Metric Insights
website](http://www.metricinsights.com)

3. T3. Text Blocksext Blocks

Both "block quotes" and "code blocks" are supported

3.1. Block Quote3.1. Block Quote

To create a block quote, use a "carrot" on each line within the block. When entering the text,
double space between the lines preceded by the ">" to denote the start a new line

The following markdown code inserted, for example, in an Annotation, upon saving,The following markdown code inserted, for example, in an Annotation, upon saving, producesproduces
the Block Quote shown blowthe Block Quote shown blow

For a Block Quote
>start each line with a " >"

[blank space]
>that will indent each line like it's quoted

[blank space]
> be sure there is a blank line between your lines
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[blank space]
> or it will all run together

3.2. Code block3.2. Code block

Use threethree tick marks `````` on a line before and on a line after the text to create a code block that
is shaded in red and contains red text

The following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note produces the Code Block shownThe following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note produces the Code Block shown
blowblow

```
enter code block text here
it will be formatted with red text and a shaded background
notice you don't have to skip lines to get a carriage return
```

4. Other tags4. Other tags

4.1. Lines4.1. Lines

Lines, or horizontal rules are created by using three symbols together.

The following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note, produces four lines as shownThe following markdown code inserted, for example, in a Note, produces four lines as shown
below:below:
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Lines, or horizontal rules are created with three symbols together:
***
---
___
- - - -

4.2. Monospaced4.2. Monospaced

Use a single tick mark ` to produce a monospaced font

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT: Be sure to there are no spaces between the symbols and the text they are
highlighting and no carriage returns within the text.

A single tick mark \` will give you a `monospaced font`
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Sharing a single Chart or ReportSharing a single Chart or Report

Metric Insights offers an easy way to email co-workers or others about the Chart you are
viewing using the SHARE iconSHARE icon on your Viewer.

1. The Share icon is located in the upper right side of your1. The Share icon is located in the upper right side of your
ViewerViewer

1. 'Share right now' option is discussed in the this article
2. For details on 'Share via Burst' , see Bursting from the Report or Metric Viewers
3. 'Show me current Burst(s)' will display any of your bursts that currently contain this

tile, and allow you to review or edit those Bursts
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2. F2. For 'Share right now', you can simply type in a emailor 'Share right now', you can simply type in a email
addressaddress

2.1. Or click 'Share with' link to displa2.1. Or click 'Share with' link to display list of all Users in youry list of all Users in your
system, or within a group to which you have accesssystem, or within a group to which you have access
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2.2. Click on User Names and press SHARE to add them to email list2.2. Click on User Names and press SHARE to add them to email list

3. Y3. You maou may include a more detailed messagey include a more detailed message

Click 'Send mail'Send mail' to complete process
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4. Result is this email with link to Viewer4. Result is this email with link to Viewer

1. Email addressee may activate the link to display the Chart or Report and optionally
enter their input.
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Following discussions / usersFollowing discussions / users

The FollowingFollowing feature allows you to receive email notifications when other users add
context to elements or comment on discussions you are interested in. You also have the
option to follow another User to see all their collaborative input into the system.

1. A1. Access My Preferences (below your username) > Myccess My Preferences (below your username) > My
NotificationsNotifications

1. In the NotificationsNotifications section find the Collaboration NotificationsCollaboration Notifications item and click the
Gear icon in the respective row.

2. In the opened pop-up define how you would like to be notified about new
notification items, their scope and timing.

3. Distribution method. How do you want your collaborative content:How do you want your collaborative content:
◦ sent in Digest:sent in Digest: you may choose to receive a single email with all new

collaborative items on a regular basis. In this case, specify the schedule at the
Send Collaborative DigestSend Collaborative Digest field.

◦ sent in individual emails:sent in individual emails: alternatively, you can receive notifications
immediately either to the specified email address or as a Push Notification if
your phone is paired with the desktop version of the application. To receive
push notifications, download our app for iOS or Android.

4. Define the scope of notifications you would like to receive.
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SaveSave your selection to confirm the changes.

NOTE:NOTE: If you do not have access to your Email Notifications Editor, contact your Metric Insights
AdministratorAdministrator to request the ability to Modify Personal Preferences.

2. Find a Discussion that interests you2. Find a Discussion that interests you

1. Access Homepage > News View or a Metric/Report Viewer
2. Page down until you find a tile in which you have an interest

In the example above, the 'Summary on Daily Sales' element has an AnnotationAnnotation with
Comments, AlertComments, Alert and Event.Event.
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3. F3. Follow a Discussionollow a Discussion

After identifying a Collaborative Item (example above: AnnotationAnnotation) that interests you, click the
FollowFollow link.

If you have selected to do so, going forward, when someone comments on this discussion, you
will received one of these:

• An immediate Notification email / Push Notification
• An entry in your Daily Collaborative DigestDaily Collaborative Digest

EXCEPTION PROCESSING:EXCEPTION PROCESSING:

You are considered to be the initiator of a DiscussionDiscussion if you:

• Write a NoteNote on a Tile or below the Chart in the Viewer
• Create a new AnnotationAnnotation on a Chart
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4. F4. Follow a Userollow a User

1. After identifying a User whose comments interest you, hover over user's icon.
2. The Follow option is shown. Click once to follow this user.

If you have elected to do so, going forward, when "Julia" adds any Collaborative ItemCollaborative Item, you will
received one of these:

• An immediate Notification email / Push Notification
• An entry in your Daily Collaborative DigestDaily Collaborative Digest
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5. Example of a Notification Email5. Example of a Notification Email

If you have elected to receive Individual EmailsIndividual Emails, you will receive a notification immediately after
a new Collaborative ItemCollaborative Item has been entered on a Discussion or by a User that you are following.

6. Example of a Collabor6. Example of a Collaborative Digestative Digest
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If you have elected to receive Collaborative Digest, you will receive this information on your
next scheduled Digest
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Who else is watching this tile?Who else is watching this tile?

Metric Insights provides a means of seeing which elements others are using to track your
company metrics. One of functions is the 'See who else is watching this TileSee who else is watching this Tile' link.

How it works: each night the system updates this function based the tile having one of the
following criteria:

• User opened the Viewer for this element in the last 45 days
• User has this element added to one of his Personal Favorites folders

NOTE:NOTE: Format is slightly different for Versions prior to 4.0.

1. At the Homepage point to the 'Info' or 'Certified' icon on a1. At the Homepage point to the 'Info' or 'Certified' icon on a
tiletile

NOTE:NOTE: If the element is certified, the InformationInformation icon at the top right corner of a tile is replaced
with a CertifiedCertified icon.

1. Point to either InfoInfo or CertifiedCertified icon
2. Сlick People watching thisPeople watching this at the bottom of a mouse over pop up
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2. S2. System produces the list of users watching this elementystem produces the list of users watching this element
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AnnotationsAnnotations
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Add an AnnotationAdd an Annotation

Annotations allow you to share your insights with other users. You can apply an annotation
to a single date point or to a range of dates. You may easily apply your annotation to a
broad set of metrics.

1. Access Metric Viewer > Add Annotation

Access the Add AnnotationAdd Annotation pop-up by either:

1. Clicking on an existing Datapoint > select AnnotateAnnotate button

2. Clicking on the Add AnnotaitonAdd Annotaiton button beneath the Chart
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2. In the 'Add Annotation' pop-up select either 'Data Point' or
'Time Period' option

3. Provide the information required to create an Annotation

In this example, we've selected 'Time Period' in the AnnotateAnnotate field in order to display both the
start date and the finish date
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1. Use the CalendarCalendar icons to select Annotation start DateAnnotation start Date and Annotation finish DateAnnotation finish Date
2. Add your text. Note, that if you want to change text formatting or add a link, you

need to use Markdown. To learn the basics of Markdown syntax, click the MM↓ icon at
the top right corner of the text field

3. If you wish to notify others about this Annotation, you may do so here. See Sharing
Elements for more details

4. You also have the option to attach a file to provide more details to your annotation
5. You can add this annotation only to the current Metric or to other Metrics as well. For

more information see the following Step

[NOTE] If other Metrics were affected, select them to add the
same Annotation

If in the Show on other MetricsShow on other Metrics field the 'other Metrics' option is selected, the following
additional fields are displayed:

1. This drop-down allows you to select related metrics based on various criteria (e.g.
Measure of, Topic, Category)

2. You can restrict your element choices based on Measurement Interval
3. Check and un-check elements to add the same annotation to their charts
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4. View your Annotation below chart

1. Annotation range is indicated on Chart
2. Details on annotation appear below the chart allowing others to comment on your

annotation

Adding Annotations for future dates

Users can easily add Annotations for a Metric's data points for which data has not been
collected yet. This is helpful when a user knows something will be happening during the
current or future period. The annotation will appear on the Chart and at the Homepage > News
View when data is collected for that period; until then, the annotation can be viewed on the
Metric Viewer below the actual chart as show below.

NOTE:NOTE: Display of FutureFuture AnnotationsAnnotations is controlled based on the last data point collected,
regardless of how OLD that data is.
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YYou will receive a warning when adding annotations to dates in theou will receive a warning when adding annotations to dates in the
futurefuture

Viewing future Annotations below the Chart

As the Chart does not have a data point to 'attach' the annotation to, information related to
future annotations is displayed in the Event/Annotation/Comment section below the Chart as
shown in the picture above. To see the details of future annotations, click Show futureShow future
annotationsannotations
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Example of future Annotations

NOTE:NOTE: Future annotations have a different icon
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EventsEvents
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Understanding EventsUnderstanding Events

Events communicate insights as to what might have caused results for a specific data
point(s) to be unusually high or low. For instance, a bad snow storm on a Saturday might
cause greatly reduced sales for that day, but may also result in an increased volume of
phone orders.

Events are organized into Event CalendarsEvent Calendars that are associated with one or more Metrics
and/or Multi-Metrics. Events may be added to an Event Calendar in advance for scheduled
items such as system maintenance or sales promotions. Alternatively, Events may be
entered after the fact for occurrences, such as storms or system outages. The Events
feature is structured into three parts:

1. Event Calendars:Event Calendars: Provide the framework and rules that govern the application
and display format of Events to Elements. See Define an Event Calendar for
more information.

2. EventsEvents: One or more individual occurrences associated with the specific EventEvent
Calendar.Calendar. Any individual Event may be designated as a Key EventKey Event and will be
shown on all associated Element's charts. See Understanding Key Events for
details. Otherwise, Events will display on Viewers of those Metrics and Multi-
Metrics for which the Event is determined to be "Impacting", for example: If the
value(s) for a date or range of dates are "Statistically Significant"; (outside of the
Standard DeviationStandard Deviation settings), the Event is considered to have impacted the result.

3. Display of Events on Metric/Multi-Metric ChartsDisplay of Events on Metric/Multi-Metric Charts: Events are not automatically
removed from a chart until the chart is refreshed as a result of one of the
following:

• A Data CollectionData Collection process being executed
• Clicking Update Live ChartUpdate Live Chart to re-generate the chart

EVENT SECURITY:EVENT SECURITY: See Add Event Security via User or Group Editor for more information

This example uses an Event CalendarEvent Calendar of 'Sample Holidays' that is created to determine if
these planned Events have any significant impact on Website Visitor Activity.
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1. A1. Access Access Admin > Event Calendars > select an item from thedmin > Event Calendars > select an item from the
list or create a new onelist or create a new one

1. Event Owner:Event Owner: Select any Administrator or Power User for this role
2. Define the appearance of Events on Charts
3. Event source:Event source: You can add events manually one-by-one, fetch them from a SQL

Database or plugin. For more information on collecting Events see:
◦ Source Events Automatically
◦ Source Events Manually
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2. Define Associated Metrics to which Event Calendar should2. Define Associated Metrics to which Event Calendar should
be appliedbe applied

1. Open the Associated Metrics tab
2. Apply to list ofApply to list of: select the scope of elements to which this Event Calendar should be

applied (Individual Metrics, Measures, Topics, Categories). For this example the
'Categories' option has been chosen. (NOTENOTE: An option selected in this field
influences further configurations)

3. Add Categories to which this Event Calendar should be applied. This table and button
are different depending on whether you apply this Calendar to Topics, Measures,
Categories or Individual Metrics.

4. This table displays the list of all Associated Metrics defined by the entities selected
above
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3. A3. Adding Events to Calendardding Events to Calendar

Data about Events can be collected automatically or manually in the Events tab.

For more information on collecting Events see:

Source Events Automatically
Source Events Manually

3.1. Find Impacting Events3.1. Find Impacting Events
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1. Select an Event from the list and click ImpactImpact to see the Impacted Metric Values (if
any):

◦ Event Impact:Event Impact: is automatically calculated by the allowed standard deviation in
the Statistical View. Standard Deviation is assigned in the Metric Viewer >
Charting tab > Set Statistical viewSet Statistical view field. When the data point falls outside the
statistically acceptable threshold, system interprets it as an Alert. If such Alert
date coincides with the date in the Event Calendar, this Event becomes
impacted and current date and the following date are added to the Potentially
Impacted Metric Values list.

2. Click the Metric NameMetric Name to review the Element Chart

4. Events on the Element's Chart4. Events on the Element's Chart

Hover over an Event's icon to see more information including Event's date and title. Depending
upon your permissions, you may see HideHide, EditEdit and/or DeleteDelete EventEvent options

5. What would you lik5. What would you like to do next?e to do next?

• Define an Event Calendar
• Associate an Event Calendar with a Metric
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Understanding Key EventsUnderstanding Key Events

If you designate an Event as a Key EventKey Event, it is automatically displayed on ALL associated
Metric and Multi-Metric Сharts. Whether or not the Key Event has impacted, the Metric's
results is not considered. Both the definition of a Key EventKey Event and its display properties are
described in this article.

RELATED ARTELCESRELATED ARTELCES::

• Sourcing an Event Automatically
• Entering Events Manually

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Event Calendar > select an item from thedmin > Event Calendar > select an item from the
list > Events tablist > Events tab

Click [+ New Event][+ New Event]

The Add New Event pop-up opens
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2. Enter a K2. Enter a Key Eventey Event

Along with providing the essential Event details, such as Date/TimeDate/Time, NameName and Description,
define it as a Key EventKey Event

3. Return to the Event Calendar Editor3. Return to the Event Calendar Editor

1. The new Event is displayed as a Key EventKey Event

• Key EventsKey Events are automatically displayed on ALL associated elements
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• Non-key EventsNon-key Events are displayed on associated elements only when the Data Point exceeds
or falls below the standard deviation area
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Create / Define an Event CalendarCreate / Define an Event Calendar

The purpose is to establish the general framework to which individual Events can be added.
A Calendar allows Events to be organized into meaningful, descriptive groupings that help
to provide insights into and collaboration about a specific Data Point or range of Data
Points.

The EventsEvents feature allows a user to see how a Metric's values change based on external
occurrences.

Examples:Examples:

A 'System Outages' Event Calendar: Each time a data center problem shuts down a
telemarketing center, that occurrence would be recorded on this Event Calendar. If sales
'dip' during the period while service is being restored, the decrease might well be attributed
to the loss of computer operations.

A 'Company Holiday' Event Calendar: If all of your operations are suspended on corporate
holidays, this calendar is used to record each holiday for an upcoming year. Then, when no
sales are made on these holidays, the Event appears on the Charts of all Metrics or Multi-
Metrics associated with the Calendar.
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1. A1. Access Access Admin > Event Calendarsdmin > Event Calendars

The list of calendars previously created in the system opens.

Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click [+ New Event Calendar][+ New Event Calendar]

2. Define the basics2. Define the basics
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1. Create a unique NameName your Event Calendar
2. Event Owner:Event Owner: By default, the person creating an Event Calendar is automatically

designated as an owner; however, you can select any Administrator or Power User
for this role.

3. SScopecope limited bylimited by: You may apply this Event Calendar to certain groupings of Metrics,
including both Un-Dimensioned and Dimensioned, only Un-Dimensioned or to a
selected Dimension. This example applies the Event Calendar to any Metric,
regardless of Dimension.

4. Select one of the options providing an opportunity to quickly determine elements to
which this Event Calendar should be applied (NOTE:NOTE: An option selected in this field
influences further configurations):

◦ Individual MetricsIndividual Metrics
◦ Measures:Measures: Apply this Event Calendar to all elements that are created to

compute the same element entities (for example, Revenue, Sales, Orders,
Customers, etc)

◦ Topics:Topics: Allows quickly adding all Metrics combined by a common Topic (for
example, Customer Satisfaction, Sales Performance, etc.)

◦ Categories:Categories: You can apply all Events from this Event Calendar to all elements
belonging to one or several Categories

5. Choose the method by which the Event Calendar's individual Events are to be collected. For
more details see:

• Source Events Automatically
• Source Events Manually

SaveSave your entries to proceed with creating of an Event calendar.
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3. Define Associated Metrics to which Event Calendar should3. Define Associated Metrics to which Event Calendar should
be appliedbe applied

1. Open the Associated Metrics tab
2. Click [+New Category][+New Category]
3. The Add Category pop-up opens
4. Select a category from the drop-down list

SaveSave your entry to assign this Event calendar to all Metrics in this Category.
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4. Review the Grids4. Review the Grids

Review the contents of the tables:

1. Note that the selected Category appears in the CategoriesCategories table
2. Click the [+ New Category][+ New Category] button to select another Category (repeating the previous

step) if necessary
3. All Metrics belonging to the added Categories are displayed in the ComprehensiveComprehensive

List of MetricsList of Metrics section

What would you likWhat would you like to do next?e to do next?

• Associate an Event Calendar with a Metric
• Source Events Manually using CSV or Data Entry
• Source Events Automatically
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Associate an Event Calendar with a MetricAssociate an Event Calendar with a Metric

Event Calendars may be associated with one or more Metrics. A Calendar's individual
Events are displayed on the Metric Viewer under the following conditions:

• The Metric must be associated with the Event Calendar on the Event Calendar Editor
• Key Events are always displayed on the associated Metrics (See Understanding Key

Events for more information)
• Events not designated as "Key" are shown when the results of the Measurement

Date are found to be outside of the Standard Deviation as calculated based on the
Metric settings (See Understanding Events for more information)

Individual Events may be hidden by the User with view access to a Metric (See Hide and Un-
hide Events for more information)

The purpose of this article is to guide an Administrator or Power User through the process
of associating a Metric with an Event Calendar and providing an example of displayed
Events.

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Event calendarsdmin > Event calendars

The list of all Event Calendars previously created in the system opens.
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Open the required Event Calendar.

2. Review Event Calendar information tab2. Review Event Calendar information tab

3. Open Associated Metrics tab3. Open Associated Metrics tab

1. Make sure that the Applies to list ofApplies to list of field is set to 'Individual Metrics' value
2. Click [+ New Metric][+ New Metric]
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4. A4. Add Associated Metrics to the Event Calendardd Associated Metrics to the Event Calendar

1. The Add Metric pop-up opens. Select a required Metric from the drop-down list
2. You can limit the list using the SearchSearch function
3. SaveSave

RepeatRepeat above steps as needed

5. Open the Metric Editor > Viewer5. Open the Metric Editor > Viewer

1. A Comprehensive List of MetricsComprehensive List of Metrics will be populated
2. Click on Metric NameMetric Name to open the Metric Editor
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3. In Metric Editor, select the View iconView icon

6. Events on the Metric's Chart6. Events on the Metric's Chart

1. Events are displayed on the Chart
2. Hover over an Event's icon to see more information including Event's date and title.

Depending upon your permissions, you may see HideHide, EditEdit and/or DeleteDelete EventEvent icons
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7. Set up which Event Calendars should be shown at the Chart7. Set up which Event Calendars should be shown at the Chart

1. Events from different Event Calendars are usually shown in different colors
2. If you wish to hide events from a specific calendar from the chart, click ManageManage

OverlaysOverlays below the Metric Navigator. The pop-up screen opens
3. Find an Event CalendarsEvent Calendars table and define which of the calendars should be shown at

the chart by checking/unchecking the Event Calendar boxes
4. You may also set which Calendar Events other Users will see as defaultdefault on this CHart
5. SaveSave your changes
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Source Events Manually using CSV or Data EntrySource Events Manually using CSV or Data Entry

Individual Events must be added to an Event Calendar in order for them to appear in a
Metric or Multi-Metric Chart. When you add an Event to an Event Calendar, you are
recording an occurrence related to the calendar. For example, when tracking System
Outages, you add an Event each time the application system becomes inaccessible. This
provides insights to associated Metrics when plotted on the Chart's viewer.

Events may be manually associated with an Event Calendar using one of the two methods
described in this article:

• Added as individual entries
• Uploaded from a CSV file

If you are updating an Event Calendar that has a Data Source of SQL or a Plug-in, see
Source Events Automatically

NOTE:NOTE: If you are asked to enter Events and you cannot access options described in this
article, contact your Administrator.

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Event Calendarsdmin > Event Calendars
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Select an Event Calendar from the list.

2. V2. Verify the Event Source settingerify the Event Source setting

'Manual/CSV Data' should be selected as an Event sourceEvent source

3. [Option 1: Individual Entries] A3. [Option 1: Individual Entries] Adding an Event using kdding an Event using keyey
data entrydata entry

1. Open the Events tab of the Event Calendar Editor
2. Click [+ New Event][+ New Event]

The Add New Event pop-up opens
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3.1. Provide information essential for creating an Event3.1. Provide information essential for creating an Event

1. Set the Date/timeDate/time of the Event using the CalendarCalendar icon
2. Enter the NameName that will appear on the Metric Viewer when the Event is displayed
3. Optionally, designate this Event as a Key EventKey Event so that it appears on all charts. For

more information, see Understanding Key Events

Once you SaveSave the Event, it is added to the EventsEvents table and is displayed on the Charts of
Metrics associated with this Event Calendar.
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4. [Option 2: Upload via CS4. [Option 2: Upload via CSV file]V file]

1. Open the Events tab of the Event Calendar Editor
2. Click Load from File.Load from File. The pop-up opens
3. Click BrowseBrowse and find the required CSV file containing your data from your local

machine

NOTE:NOTE: If you want to enter Events into a CSV file and you are unsure about its format, click
sample CSVsample CSV filefile link to obtain a file into which you can enter data after saving it.

4. Click ImportImport
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4.1. Review the Upload Results4.1. Review the Upload Results

1. Review counts of entries loaded
2. Verify the Events added to the Event Calendar in the EventsEvents grid
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Source Events AutomaticallySource Events Automatically

Events for an Event Calendar can be sourced using SQL or a Plug-in based on your choice of
a Data Source in the Event Calendar Editor. Any Event can be designated as a Key Event in
the source database.

If you need to record Events via manual data entry or upload them as a CSV file, see Source
Events Manually.

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Event Calendarsdmin > Event Calendars

The list of Event Calendars previously created in the system opens.

Select a required Event Calendar from the list.
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2. Setup Data Collection2. Setup Data Collection

1. Event SourceEvent Source:: select the source of the values for this Event Calendar from the drop-
down list. For this example we use SQl database.

2. Data Collection TriggerData Collection Trigger: Choose how often the list of events should be updated. You
can create a new Trigger on the go by choosing the Add New Data Collection TriggerAdd New Data Collection Trigger
option from the bottom of the drop-down list.

3. Construct a fetch command
4. ValidateValidate your SQL Statement: click this button to verify that your SQL statement is

valid. If any errors occur, they are explained below the box and the box itself turns
redred.

5. If validation is successful, the box turns greengreen and sample records are shown below.
6. Click Collect dataCollect data
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3. Review collected Events3. Review collected Events

Open the Events tab and review the entities automatically added to the EventsEvents table.
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Creating a new Event from the Chart ViewerCreating a new Event from the Chart Viewer

If you are an Administrator or an Owner of the Event Calendar, you can add an Event to the
selected Data Point directly from the Chart Viewer. This allows you to share information
about the circumstances or occurrence that may have affected results on the date or range
of dates that span the selected Data Point.

When you add an Event to an Event Calendar, it appears on Metric and Multi-Metric Charts
that are associated with that Event Calendar according to Impacting or Key Event rules. For
more information, see Understanding Events or Understanding Key Events.

1. Initiate an Event1. Initiate an Event

1. Hover over a Data Point to open its Data Point Mouse-over Display and click to freeze
display

2. Click the EventEvent button

The Add Event pop-up opens
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2. Provide information required to create a new Event2. Provide information required to create a new Event

For more details, follow the instructions in Entering an Event
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Creating Future EventsCreating Future Events

Events for any date or period are typically added from the Event Calendar Editor but may
also be done from a Metric Viewer. Users can easily add Events for a Metric's data points
that have not yet been collected, assuming at least one Event Calendar has been associated
with the Metric already. These Events will be stored but not displayed until corresponding
data point is collected

1. A1. Adddd Future Events on Metric ViewerFuture Events on Metric Viewer

On the Metric Viewer,On the Metric Viewer,

1. Click [+ Add Event][+ Add Event] icon to display a pop-up
2. CalendarCalendar: select an Event Calendar from the drop-down list
3. NameName: should be unique and descriptive, since it is going to be displayed at the Chart
4. Add DescriptionDescription
5. Click Add EventAdd Event to save your entries.
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1.1. A warning message is to be displa1.1. A warning message is to be displayedyed

The system is to inform you when your future event is going to appear on the Chart.

1.2. Event will not be displa1.2. Event will not be displayed until data is collected for theyed until data is collected for the
specified datespecified date

NOTE:NOTE: Despite the fact that a future message is not displayed at the Chart, it is shown BELOW
the Chart.
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Hide and Un-Hide EventsHide and Un-Hide Events

Each Event icon shown on a chart has a mouse-over display containing several options: AddAdd
commentcomment, HideHide, EditEdit and DeleteDelete Event.

There are few options to hide events that you are viewing while they always remain visible
to other users viewing the same charts:

• hide ALLALL events from the Chart
• hide a SINGLESINGLE event from a Chart

Rules governing display of Events:

1. In general, Key Events are always automatically shown while simple Events are
only displayed when determined to be Impacting; i.e., Statistically Significant.

2. When you Hide Event, the chart is automatically regenerated and this Event is
removed from your chart

3. All other users continue to see see the Event that you hid
4. A hidden Event remains hidden for 24 hours24 hours before it is re-surfaced automatically

1. Hiding all Events from the Chart1. Hiding all Events from the Chart

1. To hide all Events from the Chart, single-click the EventsEvents legend button below the
Range Selector. Once the EventsEvents legend is dimmed, all Events are hidden from the
Chart

2. To make Events visible again, single-click the EventsEvents legend button one more time
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2. Hiding Events from specific Event Calendars2. Hiding Events from specific Event Calendars

1. Events from different Event Calendars are usually shown in different colors
2. If you wish to hide events from a specific calendar from the Сhart, click OverlayOverlay

MetricsMetrics below the Chart legend. The pop-up screen opens
3. Find an Event CalendarsEvent Calendars table and define which of the calendars should be shown at

the Сhart be checking / unchecking respective boxes
4. If you are an Admin user, you can make these settings default for other Users. NOTE:NOTE:

They will still be able to set up their custom view though
5. SaveSave your changes
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ResultResult

Now you can see Events from a selected Event Calendar only.

3. Hiding a single Event from the Chart3. Hiding a single Event from the Chart

NOTE:NOTE: If you hide a specific Event from the Chart(s), it always remains visible to other users
viewing the same Chart(s) unless it is deleted.

3.1. Hide the Event from the Chart3.1. Hide the Event from the Chart

1. Mouse over the Event icon to display Event information and options
2. Click the HideHide button. The Chart refreshes automatically and the hidden Event

becomes invisible in your account.
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Rules governing Hidden Event displayRules governing Hidden Event display::

• If the original user logs in before 24-hours have passed since the event was hidden, the
hidden Event is still NOT visible

• After 24-hours have passed, the Event is visible to the original user upon reopening the
chart, even if that user has not logged off and back on
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Deleting EventsDeleting Events

An Administrator or an Event Calendar's Owner can delete Events in it.

IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: If you delete an Event, it is removed from the system completely and will no
longer be visible on any Chart.

Two options are available:

1. Delete an individual Event from a Chart Viewer
2. Delete one or several Events from the Event Calendar Editor table

1. Deleting an Event from a Chart Viewer1. Deleting an Event from a Chart Viewer

To delete an Event shown on a Chart Viewer:

1. Hover over the Event icon. Its Mouse-Over Display opens
2. Click Delete EventDelete Event.. NOTENOTE: If you do not see this option, you are not the Event Owner

or an Administrator and you have no permission to delete it.
3. A warning message appears. If you want to delete this Event, click OKOK
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2. Deleting one or sever2. Deleting one or several events from the Event Calendaral events from the Event Calendar
EditorEditor

1. Open the Event Calendar Editor > Events tab
2. In the Events grid check the boxes for one or several Events that should be deleted
3. Click the Delete selected EventsDelete selected Events
4. Confirm your action
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TTargetsargets
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Targets OverviewTargets Overview

Targets allow analysis of performance related to organizational goals, such as a forecast or
budget.

You can create as many different Target Types as you need. Typically, you would start with
'Budgets' to plan long-term goals and 'Forecasts' to update these goals based on actual
experience and revised views of expectations.

Targets can be applied only to Metrics. One or more Targets can be associated with any
Metric in order to compute variances and chart actual performance against plan. A Target
may also be extended to include period-to-date (XTD) periods (for example, Month-to-Date,
Quarter-to-Date) comparison vs Metrics.

TTarget View / Target View / Target on a Metric Chartarget on a Metric Chart

A Target view is available on the full Metric view if:

• There is at least one Target associated with it
• Power or Reguler Users should have the Privilege to Access Target viewAccess Target view (at Admin >

Users > select a user)
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Reviewing Target data on a Metric (see above):

1. Target view
2. Target line LegendLegend
3. The Data Point Mouse-over Display for any particular Data PointData Point includes results,

associated target(s) and related variance data.

Defining TDefining Targets (Aargets (Admin > Reference Objects > Tdmin > Reference Objects > Targets > selectargets > select
a target from the list)a target from the list)

In the Target Editor you can:

• Info tab: Define Target's basic settings, such as, MeasureMeasure, TypeType, DimensionDimension and SourceSource
• Target data: Add, updated target values. See Populate a Target from a CSV file
• Associations tab: Link a Target to Metrics of the Same Measure and Interval

TTarget Data Sourcearget Data Source

Target data is entered in one of the three ways:

1. Manual Data EntryManual Data Entry
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• Keying in one value at a time (for more information see: Create and Populate a
Manually Sourced Target)

• Uploading from CSV file. The process of uploading data to a Target is essentially the
same as uploading data to an Element. (for more information see: Create and Populate a
Target from a CSV file)

2. Derived from another TargetDerived from another Target

Using another Target's Data as input to a new Target (for more information see: Create a Target
derived from another Target). In addition, Period to date (XTD) targets are always derived from
an associated Target itself and are generated, upon request, by Metric Insights (for more
information see: Include MTD, QTD and YTD Target Variances)

3. Sourced from another Metric's dataSourced from another Metric's data (for more information see: Create a Target sourced
from a Metric)
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Create and Populate a Manually Sourced TargetCreate and Populate a Manually Sourced Target

You can easily define a Target and populate values for the Target by manually entering each
Target Value (method covered in this article) or you can Populate a Target from a CSV file

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Reference Objects > Tdmin > Reference Objects > Targetsargets

Click [+New Target][+New Target] at the bottom of the screen.

The Add Target pop-up opens.
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2. Define gener2. Define general Tal Target informationarget information

Provide basic TargetTarget settings:

1. The period covered
2. Obsolete in 5.1. The nature of the results being measured against this Target. NOTE:NOTE:

The Metrics that will be associated with this Target must also have the same MeasureMeasure
(for example Sales, Profit, etc.).

3. Target Type:Target Type: Choose or create a type of the target.
4. A Dimension for the Target if it is dimensioned

NOTE:NOTE: All targets created in Metric Insights are unique. ONLY ONE Target can be created using
a combination of the following values:

• Measurement Interval
• Measure
• Type
• Optionally, Dimension

The target NameName defaults from these settings and may be changed, but must remain unique.

SaveSave your Target basic information to proceed with adding Target Values in the Target Editor.

 KNOWN TARGET TYPE ISSUE:KNOWN TARGET TYPE ISSUE:
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Currently, although you can choose a specific Target Type in the Target Editor, any
Target is going to be marked as "Forecast" in the Metric Viewer and in the email
notifications.

3. Designate the T3. Designate the Target Data Sourcearget Data Source

Designate the method to be used to populate your Target in the Sourced fromSourced from field. The
following options are available:

• enteredentered DataData: instructions on how to enter Target values one by one manually are
covered in this article; if your data is in a delimited file format, see Populate a Target
from a CSV file

• otherother TargetTarget: see Sourcing a Target from another Target
• MetricMetric: see Sourcing a Target from an Existing Metric
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3.1. Populate your T3.1. Populate your Targetarget

1. Open the Target Data tab
2. Click [+ New value][+ New value]. The Add Target Value pop-up opens
3. Since the example is for a Daily Target, select a DateDate
4. Enter a Target ValueTarget Value amount

SaveSave your entry.

Repeat the procedure for adding new values or upload them in a CSV file.

4. Review the grid containing the values4. Review the grid containing the values

Use [+ New Value][+ New Value] to enter each additional Target Value
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5. Enable your T5. Enable your Targetarget

Proceed with one of the following actions:

1. Once you have completed data entry, open the Info tab and enable the Target so that
it may be associated with one or more Metrics that have the same key settings; in
this example: 'Daily' Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval and Measure ofMeasure of 'Sales'

2. Grant Permission to one or more Power UsersPower Users to edit and/or enter data to this Target
using Maintain Target Security

3. Apply these Target values to all associated Metrics in the Associations tab (see below)

6. Associate a Metric with a T6. Associate a Metric with a Targetarget

1. Open the Associations tab
2. Click Link to MetricLink to Metric
3. The Associate Metric pop-up opens
4. Choose a MetricMetric from the drop-down list
5. Generate Period to Date (XTD) Target Variance

SaveSave your changes.
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6.1. Review the Grid6.1. Review the Grid

1. Notice that the selected Metric appears in the Shown on Metric ChartShown on Metric Chart Grid
2. Optionally, grant GroupGroup and/or User AccessUser Access to this Target (for details see Control who

can view targets)
3. Click Update all Metric ChartsUpdate all Metric Charts to apply the Target/changes made to associated

Metrics
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Populate a Target from a CSV filePopulate a Target from a CSV file

If the data for your Target is in a CSV file (delimited by a comma or other character), you can
use the Load from Fileoad from File feature to upload the data. You can load both un-Dimensioned or
Dimensioned Target data using this method.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES

• If you are uploading Target data for an Undimensioned Target or for only one
Dimension Value, make sure that the CSV file that you plan to use contains only two
columns: Date/TimeDate/Time and Target ValueTarget Value

• If you are uploading Target Values for multiple Dimension Values, make sure that
the CSV file that you plan to use contains three columns: Dimension ValueDimension Value, Date/Date/
TimeTime and Target ValueTarget Value

Other methods of populating your Target:

• Key enter each Target Value individually, see: Creating a Target with Manually
Sourced Values

• Obtain data from 'Other Target', see: Sourcing a Target from another Target
• Obtain data from a 'Metric', see: Sourcing a Target from an Existing Metric

NOTE:NOTE: The format of the Target Editor is slightly different in version 3.

1. Define the T1. Define the Target Data Sourcearget Data Source
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In the Target Editor make sure that the Sourced fromSourced from field is set to 'entered data'.

2. Populate your T2. Populate your Targetarget

1. Open the Target Data tab
2. Click [+ Load from file][+ Load from file]

The Load From File pop-up opens

2.1. If your T2.1. If your Target is Undimensionedarget is Undimensioned

1. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
2. Choose the format in which the date/time is represented
3. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine
4. Click ImportImport
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2.2. If your T2.2. If your Target is Dimensioned:arget is Dimensioned:

1. Select whether you are uploading data for one Dimension Value or for multiple
Dimension Values (in this example, 'multiple Product Subcategory values' are being
uploaded) NOTE:NOTE: If you are uploading only one Dimension Values data, you will
select the Dimension Value in this pop-up and use the same file format as is
applicable for Undimensioned Targets

2. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
3. Choose the format is which the date/time is represented
4. Select the CSV file containing your data
5. Click ImportImport
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3. Review upload results3. Review upload results

NOTE:NOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, you will receive information helping you to
solve them by using the View log fileView log file button. Otherwise:

1. Click OKOK to close the results pop-up
2. CancelCancel to close the Load from File pop-up

4. Review a table contents4. Review a table contents
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Create a Target sourced from a MetricCreate a Target sourced from a Metric

Target data can be sourced from another Metric with the same Measurement Interval.

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Reference Objects > Tdmin > Reference Objects > Targetsargets

1. Click [+ New Target][+ New Target]

The Add Target pop-up opens
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2. Define the New T2. Define the New Targetarget

Define the information essential for creating a new Target. (For more details see Create and
Populate a Manually Sourced Target)

3. Define the T3. Define the Target Data Sourcearget Data Source

1. Set Source fromSource from field to 'Metric'
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2. Choose an available Metric from the Source MetricSource Metric drop-down list containing those
Metrics that have the same Measurement Interval

3. SaveSave to collect values from the designated Metric

3.1. Review the data in the T3.1. Review the data in the Target Varget Values Gridalues Grid

4. Associate the T4. Associate the Target with a Metricarget with a Metric

1. Open the Associations tab
2. Click Link to MetricLink to Metric
3. The Associate Metric pop-up opens
4. Choose a MetricMetric from the drop-down list
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5. SaveSave your changes
6. Once the Metric is associated with a Target, at the top right corner of the screen click

Update all Metric chartsUpdate all Metric charts
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Create a Target derived from another TargetCreate a Target derived from another Target

Deriving values based on other Targets uses either aggregation of data or interpolation, the
process by which the value of a higher-frequency target value is inferred based on an
existing lower-frequency target; for example, determining daily target values from an
existing monthly target.

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Reference Objects > Tdmin > Reference Objects > Targetsargets

Click [+ New Target][+ New Target]

The Add Target pop-up opens
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2. Create Derived T2. Create Derived Targetarget

NOTE:NOTE: All Targets created in Metric Insights are unique. ONLY ONE Target can be created using
a combination of Measurement Interval, Measure, Type, Dimension.

Set the required fields:

1. Choose a Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval that is a higher-frequency than its Source Target
2. Choose any MeasureMeasure since it can differ from the Source Target. NOTE:NOTE: The Metrics

that will be associated with this Target must also have the same MeasureMeasure (for
example, Sales, Profit, etc.)

3. Select Target typeTarget type
4. The Target NameName defaults from these settings and may be changed, but must remain

unique.
5. SaveSave your Target basic information to proceed with adding Target Values in the

Target Editor.
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3. Populating T3. Populating Target data from other Target data from other Targetarget

1. If you set a Sourced fromSourced from option to 'other Target', you populate the new Target using
data from the Target that you select in the field below from list of accessible items
that appear dynamically.

When you click SaveSave values from the source Target’s data tables are used to compute the new
Target's values and are automatically loaded into the Target Data grid.
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4. Derived T4. Derived Target Varget Valuesalues

NOTENOTE: If you select another Target source, all existing target data are automatically deleted and
re-loaded from the newly designated source.

5. Rules for Sourcing from 'other T5. Rules for Sourcing from 'other Target'arget'

The Source TargetSource Target drop-down list contains all other Targets with the same Dimensioned byDimensioned by
settings as the current Target and with a Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval populated based on the
mapping rules shown below
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5.1. A5.1. Additive Measuresdditive Measures

Additive Measures

The table above maps Target sourcing rules for different Measurement IntervalsMeasurement Intervals and applies if
the Measure OfMeasure Of has been defined as additive (meaning that data can be summed across
periods)

5.2. Not A5.2. Not Additive Measuresdditive Measures

Not Additive Measures

If the Target's Measure OfMeasure Of setting is defined as NOT additive, the rules in the table above apply.

NOTENOTE: XTD targets can only be derived from existing target values for measures that are
additive.

6. Source T6. Source Target Error Handlingarget Error Handling

When deriving Target data from 'Other Target', the system checks for suitable sources. If none
are found, you are notified with an error message when attempting to SaveSave your Target.
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Generate Period to Date (XTD) Target VarianceGenerate Period to Date (XTD) Target Variance

You can create a new Period to Date (XTD) TargetPeriod to Date (XTD) Target from the Associations tab of the Target
Editor or from the Metric Editor - Charting tab. The following XTD Targets are allowed:

• Month-to-Date
• Quarter-to-Date
• Year-to-Date
• Fiscal MTD
• Fiscal QTD
• Fiscal YTD

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES: For this example, it is assumed that BOTH the Target and the Metric
already have data collected and have been associated with each other. This example shows
the XTD targets generated from the Target Editor but the same process works from the
Metric Editor

1. A1. Access Access Admin Reference Objects > Tdmin Reference Objects > Targets > Targets > Target Editor >arget Editor >
Associations tabAssociations tab

Whether or not the Metric can have a MTD, QTD or YTD variance depends upon its own
Measurement Interval setting. For example, a Monthly Metric cannot have a MTD variance but
can have a QTD and YTD. The Measurement Interval restrictions that govern XTD Targets are as
follows:

Minute none

Hourly none

Daily Any of the XTD intervals above; except Week To Date
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Weekly none

Week to Date none

Monthly Both QTD and YTD

Quarterly YTD only

Fiscal Month Both Fiscal QTD and Fiscal YTD

Fiscal Quarter Only Fiscal YTD

2. Click one2. Click one of the available optionsof the available options

Based on your selection, the system uses the values already associated with the Target to
compute the period’s targets and automatically:

• Initializes the XTD Target
• Derives the Target’s values based on the assigned Target so that its data is immediately

sourced
• Replaces the creation link with a 'Yes' link to the Metric’s Editor as shown in the sample

with 'Yes', a link to the generated XTD Target's Editor.

NOTENOTE: You do not have to use the "Create XTD" link to create an XTD target. You may also
manually create the corresponding period’s target using the same 'Measure Of' and
'Dimensioned by’’ settings with the Measurement Interval that corresponds to the XTD period.
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3. The XTD T3. The XTD Target Editor opensarget Editor opens

Use your Browser's BackBack button to return to the base Target Editor

4. Review updated grid4. Review updated grid

Click the link for the remaining links to generate the remaining XTD Targets

5. When all available XTDs are gener5. When all available XTDs are generated, update all Metricated, update all Metric
chartscharts
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1. At the top right corner of the screen click Update all Metric chartsUpdate all Metric charts
2. Open the Metric Editor by clicking its name link in the table

6. View the Metric6. View the Metric

7. Review the T7. Review the Target Displaarget Displayy

The Data Point Mouse-over Display shows all XTD Targets and related variances
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Metric OverlaMetric Overlaysys
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Overview of Metric OverlaysOverview of Metric Overlays

Metric Insights provides the ability to compare a metric to other different metrics in order
to spot any emerging trends and review the results of various events. This differs from the
Multi-MetricMulti-Metric elements in that you can manage overlays by adding and deleting them from
the main metric without having to actually author a new element.

This section provides an overview of this feature, with links to provide more detail as
needed.

1. A1. Accessing Metric Overlaccessing Metric Overlaysys

To add an overlay Metric to your Chart, click Overlay MetricsOverlay Metrics below the Legend of this Chart.
The Overlay Metrics pop up opens.
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2. Managing Overla2. Managing Overlays pop-up exampleys pop-up example

3. A3. Adding Overladding Overlay Metricsy Metrics

At the Add Overlay Metrics screen you can select one or several Metrics to be added to your
original Metric
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NOTE:NOTE: Only Metrics of the same measurement interval can be added to your original Metric
(Daily, Monthly, etc.)

To add overlay Metrics, perform the following steps:

1. To quickly find the required Metric, limit your choices by adding key words or a name
of the specific Metric in the SearchSearch field, selecting a certain CategoryCategory or specifying
other criteria (such as, Acquisition Channel, Country, Product Category, etc.) in the
Filter byFilter by field

2. Check the boxes of the required Charts to add them to the original Chart
3. Click Add SelectedAdd Selected to overlay the original Metric with selected ones

3.1. Editing Overla3.1. Editing Overlay Metricsy Metrics

To edit the Overlay Chart, click Change Overlay Chart optionsChange Overlay Chart options button for the corresponding
metric as shown in the left picture. The Overlay option screen opens.

You can customize the look of the Overlay Chart by changing the following parameters:

1. Color.Color. If several charts are laid over the original one, every additional metric is going
to be of its own color. To change the color of the metric, click the EyedropperEyedropper button
to the right of the ColorColor field and single-click a new color from the palette to select it.

2. Type.Type. Select how you want your chart to be displayed. The available view options are:
'line' and 'bar'.

3. Line Type.Line Type. This field is shown only if 'line' value is selected in the field above. The line
of the Overlay Metric can be dashed, dotted, etc. You can select different line types
for different overlay charts.
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4. Axis.Axis. It is recommended to place the AxisAxis of the Overlay Chart on the right side of the
original chart.

Click SaveSave to keep the changes made.

3.2. Displa3.2. Display Masks of Left and Right Axesy Masks of Left and Right Axes

In the example above we have added Monthly COGS for wine accessoryMonthly COGS for wine accessory chart to the original
Monthly COGS for wineMonthly COGS for wine chart. The Monthly COGS for wine accessoryMonthly COGS for wine accessory chart is shown as a dotted
line and its Axis is displayed to the right of the chart.

NOTE:NOTE: To hide the Overlay Chart, single-click its Legend below the chart. When the Overlay
Chart is hidden, its Legend is shaded.
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4. A4. Adding Compare Lines to your Metricdding Compare Lines to your Metric

Compare Lines can be added to analyze current metric and the same metric at some point in
the past.

Check the box(es) for one or several time periods in the list.

Click Add SelectedAdd Selected to add Compare Lines to the original Chart.

4.1. Editing Compare Lines4.1. Editing Compare Lines

The Compare Lines editing options include:

1. Color.Color. If several Compare Lines are laid over the original Chart, they are usually of the
same color. To change the color of the Compare Line, click the EyedropperEyedropper button to
the right of the ColorColor field and single-click a new color from the palette to select it.

2. Line Type.Line Type. Compare Lines can be dashed, dotted, etc. You can select different Line
types for different Compare Lines.
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4.2. Example of Compare Lines4.2. Example of Compare Lines

In the example above you can see a Chart with two Compare lines:

1. Same Time Last YearSame Time Last Year
2. Same Time 3 Months AgoSame Time 3 Months Ago

NOTE:NOTE: To hide the Compare Line, single-click its Legend below the chart. When the Compare
Line is hidden, its Legend is shaded.

5. Associated Event Calendars5. Associated Event Calendars

1. Events from different Event Calendars are usually shown in different colors
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2. If you wish to hide events from a specific calendar from the Chart, click ManageManage
OverlaysOverlays below the Metric NavigatorNavigator. The pop-up screen opens

3. Find an Event CalendarsEvent Calendars grid and define which of the calendars should be displayed
at the Chart

4. SaveSave your changes

6. Overla6. Overlay Optionsy Options

Once the necessary Overlays are added to the chart, their displaying options can be configured
as follows:

1. Make these Overlays the starting pointMake these Overlays the starting point - If this box is checked, all users, who open
this chart are going to see added overlays.

2. Apply to all dimension valuesApply to all dimension values - If this box is checked, added overlays are going to be
displayed at the charts of all dimension values. If the Metric is not dimensioned, this
field is not shown at the Manage Overlays screen.
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